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QUESTION 1

Which two statements accurately describe the invoking of a human task? 

A. A web service client in a different composite can invoke a human task. 

B. A human task can invoke another human task in the same composite. 

C. A BPEL process can invoke a human task in a different composite. 

D. A human task can invoke another human task in a different composite. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Oracle SOA Suite is being used to virtualize service calls to a third-party human resources provider. The planned
service payloads will require minimum transformation. Routing is simple because service calls will be mapped one-for-
one to existing third-party services. Which two components should be used to handle this service virtualization? 

A. BPEL Process 

B. Proxy Service 

C. Mediator 

D. Business Service 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a situation where a collection of rules might provide a flexible way of externalizing logic in an application. 

Which two are accurate considerations to assess when you decide to use a decision table or if- then rules? 

A. The decision table\\'s spreadsheet metaphor is compact and familiar to end users. 

B. Decision tables can use globals whereas if-then rules cannot. 

C. The logic will likely require more rules if expressed as a decision table. 

D. Unlike with a decision table, an Expression Builder is provided for if-then rules to help you craft condition
expressions. 

E. Built-in error prevention features for decision tables can help you build more complete and accurate rules. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 4

Which statement is true about the relationship between the WSDL and the JCA binding file when working with an Oracle
Adapter at design time? 

A. The WSDL references the appropriate JCA binding file for each applicable operation in the WSDL "binding" element. 

B. All operations defined in the WSDL must be mapped to activation specifications in the JCA binding file. 

C. The JCA binding file defines default adapter property values for each applicable operation defined in the WSDL. 

D. There is no direct relationship between the WSDL and the JCA binding file at design time. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company has a checkCredit service used in the sales process and your organization plans to roll out a new sales
mobile application. 

Identify two approaches that you can use to develop the new mobile application. 

A. Develop a template for the checkCredit service. 

B. Expose the checkCredit service with a REST interface. 

C. Create a BPEL subprocess for the mobile application request. 

D. Use JSON for payload. 

Correct Answer: C 
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